
You did WHAT with my SFPA mailing?!



Every now and then I get the strange feeling that this is ZAJE ZACULO-2 
from Len Bailes of 1729 Lansdale Dr. Charlotte, N.C. But I must be 
mistaken. It’s really READER’S DIGEST, don’t let me fool you. I’m 
afraid that slop on the cover is mine, but whatinhell am I supposed 
to do, go out and steal art? If you want to get fast fast fast relief 
than contribute some. This is for the 12th mailing of the Southern 
Fan Press Alliance, June 1964. It is run off by me on the ABDick 
mimeo I’ve just scrounged. Excelsior Press #4 Bailesania 12. I could 
stretch this colophon another six pages, but since I like to make pretty 
designs with the typewriter I’ll stop here, 
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EDITORIAL 
***********

I realize that this zine could be bigger, but I just haven’t got 
the time or cash. I still have the thirty-eight page Excalibur to 
stencil and two apas to take care of. I don’t really have to apolog
ize, but I do feel slightly guilty. Next mailing maybe. The problem 
is that SFPA is an apa of genzines, and our genzine already goes 
through one apa. One more apa and it wouldn’t be a genzine anymore. 
Maybe SFPA needs a few constructive minacers anyway, to give it 
the true apa flavor.

Con. Dept.

With Dave Hulan gone, most southernfen tell me that the 
prospects for another midSouthcon look glum. I don’t see why. There 
are any number of Tennesee fen. Janie Lamb has knocked around the 
idea of a Tennesee conference in some of her letters. With a few 
assists, why couldn’t we turn it into a general southern fangather
ing? There wouldn’t have to be a program, we could do it ala Midwescon. 
Anybody got any ideas on this subject?

It looks like economics is catching up with some of the sf book 
publishers. Pyramid is now charging 50¢, and Avram Davidson has 
stated that F&SF is due to go up to fifty cents quite soon. In the 
face of all this, IF is going monthly. Methinks that Pohl is counting 
very heavily on the salespower of a Robert Heinlein novel followed up 
by Skylark Duquesne. For his sake, I hope he’s right. (For my sake 
too, I’d hate to see more prozines fold)

Let it be known that I support Joe Staton for OE. Plott, record 
this as one official vote for him. Help put a Staton girl on every 
issue of the O-O. Support progress and enthusiasm, vote for Joe Staton!

In case you don’t know by this time, I am now the proud possessor 
of an AB Dick model 91 closed drum self-inking mimeograph. I’m as 
pleased as punch with the thing. It only cost me $50, tho it was worth 
$75 and probably sold new for $150. The only thing about it that bother 
me is that it has more adjusting knobs than I know what to do with. 
One of these days I may turn one just out of curiosity and Blammo 
instant mess.

Sometimes I wonder about my way of putting fanzines together. There 
are already four pages of mc’s on stencil, and instead of the first 
page being done first, here I am frazzling my nerves trying to dribble 
out enough verbiage to finish this goddam page. Someday I must type 
up a fanzine beginning at page one and go right on throough. Anyway, 
I made it gang. Here’s the bottom of the page, stay tuned for mailing 
comments. We now return control of this fanzine to you.



L*E*G*I*O*N* O*F* T*H*E* D*A*M*N*E*D*

—comments on the 11th mlg.

WARLOCK-- (Montgomery) My, my, we are excitable aren’t we? In

answer to your question, I have read 17 or 18 ERB books, including 
the entire Mars and Venus series. The ERBParody was an exaggeration 
in order to put a point across, i.e. The Mars series ain't a great 
set of books. Odd, that on the basis of 7 lines of print you have 
contracted such a violent dislike of me. Arnie, Y'know maybe you're 
right about Burroughs fans. There is something frightening about 
then-- sort of like Hitler's Brownshirts. I gather that your (Mont
gomery again) basis for judging crud conforms to the usual adoles
cent standard, i.e. That which I don't like or is put out by my enemies. 
The fan fiction was ok, by fannish standards and I enjoyed moderately 
your book review. For a full analysis of my opinion of ERB, I sug
gest you see Excalibur #6, if Arnie has any copies left.

DOL-DRUM-- (Locke) Sorry Dave, I haven't got the time to spell it 

out in dots, so I trust you won't be too upset at my slight deviation. 
I tend to agree pretty much with your appraisal of an apazine. The 
bit on Astrology was funny, is this a regular feature of your SFPA
zine. If not, I hope you'll make it one in the future. To go Campbell 
on you for a minute, personal faith can be a logical reason for believ
ing in God. If said belief enables you to cope better with the world 
and you do wish to cope well with the world, than it is eminently log
ical that you should believe in God. I believe that what you meant is 
that by the scientific method, no objective proof of God's existence 
has been established. But logic does not equal scientific deduction. 
Your example only goes to show that nobody can prove anything unless 
there is a common acceptance of basic postulates. (In this case-- Tom's 
Book is reliable) You don't contest some of our postulates (The Law 
of Gravity or Hygiene) because it isn't useful to you to do it. If 
you derive some satisfaction out of being an atheist, fine. Same goes 
for religion-- as for me, I'm not sure of anything (that is, anything 
which not accepting a point of view doesn’t affect my personal well 
being)

I enjoy your natterings muchly anyway. More next mlg I hope.

STRANGER THAN FACT-- (Harkness) OK, let's look at the smoking crisis 

from a purely objective eye. You, better than I should know how much 
this here set of states depends on pushing the damned weed. If every 
one stopped buying it, than what would happen to the South's economy. 
The surgeon-General’s report has served its purpose in warning anyone 
with two bits worth of brains who wants to stay healthy away from cig
arettes. Someone has to buy them until the South can readjust it's 
economy to something else end it may as well be the same clods who've 
been doing it right along. Everyone has the right to go to Hell in 
their own way. As long as people smoke and are also aware of the con
sequences and legally sane, I say let them. Who are we to tell them 
what to do, and besides its putting money in the State Coffers. They 
deserve whatever they get. I'm afraid that in spite of my dislike for 
some of Ayn Rand's doctrines I still tend to cling to a very Ayn Randish 
position. If its me or some clod who has to starve, and the clod per
sists in his stupidity despite warnings, let him be the one.



Now then Mr. Harkness, I'd like to ask you a question. I’m not 
being sarcastic or trying to put you down, I just want to know why 
you say N’APA has some of the biggest crudzines on the apascene. You 
have never received a N’APA mailing. You may have received one or 
two N'APAzines which are also genzines or seen someone elses mailing, 
I don’t know. Maybe you are judging by Excalibur, which I freely 
admit has not had the greatest repro in fannish history. But I suspect 
that you are merely talking off the top of your head, because if you 
saw a N'APAmailing you couldn’t possibly say that. I could list the 
well-reproed and excellent zines which have gone thru the last sever
al mailings, but I have a better idea. Would you name some of these 
large crudzines? Or if you don’t want to take up space in STF send 
me a letter. I’m not going to insult SFPA as Arnie did or start throw
ing a lot of invectives. I just want to know if you really mean what 
you say or whether you "were just being a loyal SFPAn." I believe that 
most of the zines in this mailing of SFPA have been as good as many 
N'APAzines objectivrly. (I don’t like them as much because I haven’t 
been a SFPAn long enough to Identify, but that’s mere personal opinion) 
But there are so many more pages of enjoyable roading in N’APA which 
in my mind makes the mailing more fun to read. N’APA has had some 
crud in its history and some bad repro too, but not for at least 
three mailings have I seen anything which could even loosely be called 
that, and only one or two out of twenty in the mailing before that.

CL Morris’s story was ok (seems like I always say that about fan 
fiction-- but it’s always good to round out a genzine with something) 
Rhine’s article disappointed me. Instead of a history of his trials 
and tribulations, I’d like to see some of the finds he’s made since 
Parapsychology- Frontier Science. But then again, to him we are low
ly laymen and I guess he figures we wouldn’t be interested in technical 
details. On the whole STF was pretty good, and tho I’ve only glanced 
at the first few copies while pawing thru Katz’s fmz collection, I’d 
say that it’s a definite improvement.

INVADERS #1&2-- (Staton) Well, I pubbed your zine and I trust you 

are properly sorry for your putdowns. I forgive you of course, just 
keep sending art, you are really tops at fillos and Girls and swords 
and sorcerers and that type thing. Now about that filk song, 
a) the scansion was right, and it fit Sing a song of Six Pence and 
it rhymed, so why was it badly done?

b) Whether it is stupid or not is a matter of personal opinion-- tho 
howcom you so valiantly defend ERB after the putdown you gave him in 
INV. #1? I certainly wasn’t any more sarcastic than you were. Does 
that make you stupid or grossly unfair-- Bushwaw. You did the same 
thing that I did. You put it on a little in order to drive a point 
home, which is the essence of parody. As for boring ERB books, try 
THUVIA, MAID OF MARS, or CARSON OF VENUS. I don’t mean to come on 
so anti ERB, I mean sure I’ve gotten a reasonable amount of enjoyment 
out of his works, but there are things about him which I dislike. I 
didn’t even bring up the question of his subconscious prejudices. I 
refer you also to Ex #6 for a lengthy exposition. I like THE FUG
ITIVE also, tho I have heard rumors that it’s going to be cancelled 
next year. I also liked BEYOND THIRTY, but the best ERB book in 
my opinion is THE MOON MEN, even if it is one of those books Avram 
Davidson calls, "Tonight we liberate Chicago-bam"

Your zines seem to be perennially cursed to have one page missing. 
The reason pg 5 is not on the back of pg 6 is because I ran the thing 
off in spurts on my school’s ditto in between periods. When I got



home I noticed that pg 5 had been left out somehow and ran back 
to run it, Howcum pg 4 was blank in #2? FROG PRINCE was rather 
good. By and large, humerous fan-fiction is bettor than sercon stuff 
as it doesn’t have to be written carefully to be fun. Who is Mike 
Hunter anyway?

NEMESIS--(Katz) My goodness Arnie, did you know you had all those 

sattelites? I’ll bet Harkness and Proctor didn’t know. Tell me, 
do they go beep or give weather reports? All right Arnie, it isn’t 
THAT bad. Tho, then again, I haven’t seen mailing 10, so I really 
can't judge.

I liked your Sword and Sorcery story, if that’s any consolation, 
tho I must admit, that when you came at me with the meat cleaver 
I may have had just the slightest outside feeling, that maybe I better 
stop laughing myself sick and put on a sober expression. Seriously, 
it was ok. I Like the second one you wrote even better, (Plug) hey 
people, watch for Arnie Katz's Very Second Own Sword & Sorcery Story 
in a future issue of Excalibur, if I can ever get up the momentum 
to stencil it, that is.

I trust the reactions to your serial will be interesting, to say 
the least, and if they don’t stone you out of the apa with a cross 
burned in your back, I'd like to see it continued.

ISCARIOT—(Andrews/Ambrose) I believe that fandom can exist without 

sf. In fact, I've written a short story on what happens to fandom 
when the prozines and pb publishers all go bankrupt. One of these 
days I'll put it on stencil if it gets bounced from enough fanzines. 
That's the good thing about being a fanpubber. As yet tho, I've been 
to lazy to send it anywhere. And no, Arnie, it isn't a rehash of 
Bob Bloch's A WAY OF LIFE, which I've finally been able to read, gosh
wow.

If SFPA is like most other apas, only 2 pages per mlg are required 
if the faned can sponge a cover for them off of someone each time. 
SAPS and N'APA have rules about how much page credit can be given for 

for art, but they disagree as to the exact number, SAPS allowing 
3pg/2mailings and N'APA only 2pg/2mailings. The argument about mail
ing comments in genzines is an old one. The defense usually given 
for running mc's for the apa only is that non apans have to take your 
side of any argument because they can’t road the rebuttals in the ot
her apazines. I consider this a rather hollow excuse. A SAPSite got 
in trouble on this score recently and supposedly offered rebuttal 
space in his genzine to any SAPS member who wanted it, but nobody took 
him up on it. Personally, I enjoy mc's in apas I'm not a member of 
because it's one way of finding out who's in it and if the apa seems 
to be interesting. Arnie and I don't run mc's in our genzine tho 
because we like to contribute separate zines to the apa rather than 
slight it off with a couple of pages every other mailing. It's either 
that or clutter up half the genzine with apa comments which is no good 
because it pushes out the other stuff.

Some of the cartoons you interspersed into the mc's were pretty 
good, then again, some weren't. Interesting article on ERB and 
Haggard. According to Sam Moskowitz Haggard was "immediately eclipsed 
when Burroughs arrived" I'd be interested in seeing some info on 
the HHHeins Bibliography as I'm much to cheap to spring for a copy my
self. For answering letters in the lettered you could insert your 
comments in a (( }) sign or in a [] or use a different typer. The letter



col was interesting, hell, the whole mag was interesting. Iscariot 
alone justifies belonging to SFPA. You got a good zine there guys.

SFPA EGOBOO POLL-- A SFPA egoboo poll? I wonder what Bruce Pelz 

would think if he knew. At any rate, I’m not voting this round 
'cause I haven’t seen enough SFPA material to do so fairly. Next 
time maybe.

SPORADIC-- (Plott) Masters evidently has a very cockeyed picture 

of fandom, no doubt gleaned from the pages of Tightbeam et. al. For 
his benefit, fandom does not consist mainly of adolescents. I won't 
argue the fact that fandom does provide a very useful service for 
some teens. Hell, I’m damn thankful I found out about it, but this 
business of being a Teenage Nursing School isn’t fandom's main pur
pose. Or at least I sincerely hope not. And I don’t know about 
you folks, but I’ve heard of Gregg Calkins, Harlan Ellison, Wally 
Weber, and oh yes, in the Issue of Imagination which I just picked 
up at random there’s a review of a mag called HYPHEN by some neofan 
called Willis. So much for fandom’s swift turn over.* And by the 
way, I needn’t mention skeighty eight issues of Amazing and Fantastic 
with letters from a Billy Joe Plott. (oh yes, and just think of all 
the quotes we can dredge out of them, Bill Plott, Ahahahaha)

I really shouldn’t say anything because I turned out the exact 
duplicate of this article not six months ago. Neofans become older 
luckily (and less neoish I hope) So Norm, if you’re reading this 
don't feel too bad. I suppose it’s useless to tell you to look be
fore you leap. I didn't and it seems that hardly anyone ever does. 
I will agree on one point, fandom does offer a much needed safety 
valve for bewildered and skeptical lost souls. I’ll also go along 
with the bit about building relationships with a multitude of people. 
Robert Bloch went into this in great detail in A WAY OF LIFE in his 
collection, The Eighth Stage of Fandom. (This title is not to be con
fused with the A WAY OF LIFE mentioned earlier which was a story in 
Fantastic Universe, but you'd be surprised at how many people do.) 

I for one enjoy your ramblings (but then again, I seem to enjoy al
most everyone’s fannish ramblings, that's why I’ve joined so many 
goddam apas.) You can blame my being in SFPA, incidentally, firstly to 
Kent McDaniel, who gave me a first class sales pitch, and secondly 
to Arnie Katz, after whose zine I stencilled, I just had to join to 
see what all the fuss was about. Of course, moving to Charlotte also 
had something to do with it. I'm just beginning to find out what a 
change it is being in a fannish wilderness instead of being able to 
run down to New York for fangab sessions almost at will.

Reviewing the mailing over all, I found it readable and didn't 
have too much trouble finding commentable material. (The surest way 
to raise an mc out of me is to say something I disagree with)

Rating: 1. Iscariot 2. dol-drum 3.The Invader #2, 4.Stranger 
Than Fact 5. Sporadic (better just to list the top five, I don’t 
want any feuds either people.) * the Imagination was Dec. 1955

London in ’65
Cleveland in ’66

New York in ’67
Los Angeles in ’68


